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Variants of Transformed Density Rejectionand Correlation InductionJosef Leydold1, Erich Janka1?, and Wolfgang H�ormann2??1 Department for Statistics, WU Wien, Augasse 2{6, A-1090 Vienna, Austriaemail: Josef.Leydold@statistik.wu-wien.ac.at andjanka@statistik.wu-wien.ac.at2 IE Department, Bo�gazi�ci University Istanbul, 80815 Bebek-Istanbul, Turkeyemail: hormannw@boun.edu.trAbstract. In this paper we present some variants of transformed density rejection(TDR) that provide more exibility (including the possibility to halve the expectednumber of uniform random numbers) at the expense of slightly higher memoryrequirements. Using a synchronized �rst stream of uniform variates and a secondauxiliary stream (as suggested by Schmeiser and Kachitvichyanukul (1990)) TDRis well suited for correlation induction. Thus high positive and negative correlationbetween two streams of random variates with same or di�erent distributions canbe induced.1 IntroductionTransformed density rejection (TDR) has been introduced by Devroye (1986)and under a di�erent name by Gilks and Wild (1992), and generalized byH�ormann (1995). It is an acceptance/rejection method that is based on thefact that many probability density functions f can be transformed by strictlymonotonically increasing di�erentiable functions T such that T Æf is concave.Such densities (and their corresponding distributions) are called T-concave;log-concave distributions are examples with T = log. Then it is easy to con-struct a majorizing function for the transformed density by the minimumof several tangents. Squeezes are obtained by secants between the touchingpoints of these tangents. By transforming back into the original scale we geta majorizing or hat function and squeezes for the density f (see �gure 1).Of course T : (0;1)! R must satisfy some properties (H�ormann 1995):(1) T Æ f is concave.(2) T 0 exists and is greater than 0 for all x; thus T�1 exists.(3) The area below the hat function must be �nite.Additionally? Research supported by the Austrian Science Foundation (FWF), project no.P12805-MAT?? Research supported by the Austrian Academy of Science, APART-scholarship.



2 Josef Leydold, Erich Janka, and Wolfgang H�ormann
c1 c2 c3l2 r2Fig. 1. Hat function and squeeze with three points of contact. Transformed scale(l.h.s.) and original scale (r.h.s.)(4) It should be easy to generate from the hat distribution.H�ormann (1995) suggests the following family of transformations Tc:T0(x) = log(x); and Tc(x) = sign(c)xc; for c 6= 0:Parameters c > 0 and c � �1 are only possible if the domain of f is bounded.For computational reasons c = � 12 (if possible) is suggested. It is impor-tant to note that a Tc-concave density is also Tc0-concave for every c0 � cand that the performance of the algorithm becomes worse for decreasing c(H�ormann 1995). For c = � 12 the class of Tc-concave distributions containsmost bounded unimodal densities with subquadratic tails and therefore prac-tically all standard distributions.We give a detailed description of the original method as suggested by Gilksand Wild (1992) in the next section. Although this algorithm is very exibleand fast there exist other universal methods that require less uniform randomvariates like a version of the ratio-of-uniforms method by Leydold (2000a) ora method with piecewise constant hat by Ahrens (1993, 1995). Leydold andH�ormann (2001a) give a short survey. In section 3 we describe variants ofTDR. The modi�cations of the algorithm are subtle but have remarkableconsequences on the performance and reduce some numerical problems. Insection 4 we show that these extremely fast algorithms can be used for cor-relation induction applying the ideas of Schmeiser and Kachitvichyanukul(1990).2 Transformed density rejectionAlgorithm tdrgw describes the main steps of the basic method. There andin the following cj denote the construction points of the tangents, s thesqueeze and h the hat function. Let Ij = [lj ; rj ] be the intervals where h



Variants of Transformed Density Rejection and Correlation Induction 3is given by the tangent at cj . The restrictions of the hat h to the intervalIj are denoted by hj = hjIj ; analogously sj = sjIj . The \c.d.f." of hj isdenoted by Hj(x) = R xlj hj(t) dt. The area below the hat h in an interval isgiven by Aj = RIj h(t) dt. Notice that (T Æ hj)(x) = �j + �j (x � cj) is alinear function in Ij , where �j = (T Æ f)(cj) and �j = (T Æ f)0(cj). Thushj(x) = T�1(�j + �j (x � cj)). The squeeze T Æ sj splits into two linearfunctions on either side of the construction point cj which can be computedby means of �j�1, �j and �j+1.Algorithm tdrgwRequire: density f(x); transformation T (x), construction points c1; : : : ; cn.=� Setup: Construct hat h(x) and squeeze s(x) �=1: Compute �j = (T Æ f)(cj) and �j = (T Æ f)0(cj) for each j = 1; : : : ; n.2: Compute intervals Ij = [lj ; rj ] for each j by intersecting the tangents.3: Compute areas Aj = R rjlj hj(t) dt for each j.4: A A1 + � � �+An.=� Generator �=5: loop6: Generate V � U(0; A).=� Generate J with probability vector proportional to (A1; : : : ; An). �=7: J  minfj : A1 + � � �+Aj � V g.=� Generate X with density proportional to hJ . �=8: V  V � (A1 + � � �+AJ ).9: X  H�1J (V ).=� Accept or reject �=10: Generate U � U(0; 1).11: if U h(X) � s(X) then =� evaluate squeeze �=12: return X .13: if U h(X) � f(X) then =� evaluate density �=14: return X .Step 7 is executed in constant time by means of indexed search (Chen andAsau 1974). Notice that the random variateX is generated by inversion, whenthe algorithm is implemented properly. This will be important for correlationinduction. Therefore the usage of the alias method by Walker (1974) is notrecommended. In our experiments there was practically no di�erence in speedanyway.tdrgw requires two uniform random numbers per iteration. The perfor-mance of algorithm tdrgw can be estimated (and controlled) by the ratio% = area below hatarea below squeeze :



4 Josef Leydold, Erich Janka, and Wolfgang H�ormannIt is an upper bound for the rejection constant. The number (% � 1) givesapproximately the expected number of evaluations of the density functionper generated random variate. For % close to 1 the algorithm is fast and themarginal generation time does not depend on the given density f . Moreoverit is close to inversion from the c.d.f. and thus inherits many of the desiredproperties of the inversion method (but is much faster for almost all distri-butions).For the problem of �nding appropriate construction points cj , Gilks andWild (1992) have introduced the concept of adaptive rejection sampling : (1)Start with at least two points of contact, one on either side of the modeand start to generate variates. (2) Whenever the density function has to beevaluated at a point x, then x is added as new construction point and the hatis updated, until a certain stopping criterion (an upper bound for ratio % orthe maximal number of construction points) is satis�ed. For �nding optimalconstruction points Deringer, H�ormann, and Tirler (2001) suggest a veryeÆcient asymptotic method. Leydold (2000a) has reported good performancewith the rule of thumb of \equidistributed angles":ci = tan(��=2 + i �=(n+ 1)); i = 1; : : : ; n:These are at least good starting points for adaptive rejection sampling.TDR is a very exible method and that works for a large class of distribu-tions. Evans and Swartz (1998) have even suggested an adaption that worksfor distributions that are not T -concave provided that the inection pointsof the transformed density are known.3 Variants3.1 Proportional squeezesEvans and Swartz (1998) have used secants between the boundary points ofthe intervals Ij . This reduces some programming complexity because T Æsj isa linear function in Ij . However it increases % a little bit for given constructionpoints cj . Moreover additional evaluations of the density function f (at lj andrj) are necessary in the set-up. We can simplify this approach at the price ofa slightly increased % by using a squeeze that is proportional to the hat hjin the interval Ij (see �gure 2). In detail we set sj(x) = �j hj(x) for a properconstant �j . The consequences are that we have a faster rejection step. Nosqueeze has to be computed, only U has to be compared to the constant �jof proportionality. This can even be done before X is generated in Ij .Obviously the best choice for �j is given by �j = minx2Ij f(x)=hj(x).When using the transformation Tc, it is easy to �nd �j . In the transformedscale the squeeze Tc(sj(x)) = Tc(�j hj(x)) is again a linear function. Thus bythe concavity of the transformed density we only have to evaluate f(x)=h(x)at the boundary points of the interval Ij . The value of �j is then the least



Variants of Transformed Density Rejection and Correlation Induction 5
lj cj rj lj cj rjFig. 2. Hat function and squeeze as used in the original (l.h.s.) and the new (r.h.s.)algorithm.of these two ratios (of course �j = 0 if Ij is not bounded). Algorithm tdrpsuses this new squeeze. Notice that, at the expense of step 3, we neither haveto evaluate the hat nor the squeeze in step 12.Algorithm tdrpsRequire: density f(x); transformation T (x), construction points c1; : : : ; cn.=� Setup: Construct hat h(x) and squeeze s(x) �=1: Compute �j = (T Æ f)(cj) and �j = (T Æ f)0(cj) for each j = 1; : : : ; n.2: Compute intervals Ij = [lj ; rj ] for each j.3: Compute �j = minx2flj ;rjg f(x)=hj(x) for each j.4: Compute areas Aj = RIj hj(t) dt for each j.5: A A1 + � � �+An.=� Generator �=6: loop7: Generate V � U(0; A).8: J  minfj : A1 + � � �+Aj � V g.9: V  V � (A1 + � � �+AJ ).10: X  H�1J (V ).11: Generate U � U(0; 1).12: if U � �J then =� evaluate squeeze �=13: return X .14: if U h(X) � f(X) then =� evaluate hat and density �=15: return X .Due to the di�erent construction of the squeeze we have to reconsider thechoice of the construction points. The rule of thumb in eq. (2) still works.But we have to change the rule for adaptive rejection sampling. Now we adda new construction point x whenever a point x is rejected. (It would not make



6 Josef Leydold, Erich Janka, and Wolfgang H�ormannsense to add a point whenever we have to evaluate the density function as inthe original algorithm.)It is an open problem whether a method for �nding optimal constructionpoints similar to Deringer et al. (2001) exists. Nevertheless the constructionpoints generated by this algorithm are very good points, especially when % isclose to 1.This variant of TDR can also be adapted for distributions that are notT -concave provided that the inection points of the transformed density areknown by using the idea of Evans and Swartz (1998). As a �rst step wehave to split the domain of the density at these inection points. In intervalswhere the transformed density is convex the tangent is used to construct thesqueeze sj(x) and the hat is given by hj(x) = �jhj(x) where �j � 1 choosenanalogously to the concave intervals as described above.3.2 Region of immediate acceptanceWhen we use a squeeze that is proportional to the hat hj as suggested above,the region between hat and squeeze is much simpler than in the originalalgorithm tdrgw. Now random variates with density proportional to the dif-ference between hat and squeeze (h � s) can easily be generated, since foran interval Ij we �nd h(x) � s(x) = h(x) � �j h(x) = (1 � �j)h(x), i.e. itsdensity is proportional to the hat h(x) (in contrast to the original version, seeLeydold (2000b)). Thus we can decompose the hat h into the density belowthe squeeze and the density between squeeze and hat, where both densitiesare proportional to the hat function in every interval Ij . The area below thesqueeze can be seen as \region of immediate acceptance", i.e. the generatedrandom variate X can be immediately returned without the requirement ofa second uniform random number. Therefore we can compile an algorithmwhere the expected number of uniform random numbers is close to one when% is close to one.Algorithm tdriaRequire: density f(x); transformation T (x), construction points c1; : : : ; cn.=� Setup: Construct hat h(x) and squeeze s(x) �=1: Compute �j = (T Æ f)(cj) and �j = (T Æ f)0(cj) for each j = 1; : : : ; n.2: Compute intervals Ij = [lj ; rj ] for each j.3: Compute �j = minx2flj ;rjg f(x)=hj(x) for each j.4: Compute areas Aj = RIj hj(t) dt for each j.5: A A1 + � � �+An.=� Generator �=6: loop7: Generate V � U(0; A).8: J  minfj : A1 + � � �+Aj � V g.9: V  V � (A1 + � � �+AJ ).



Variants of Transformed Density Rejection and Correlation Induction 710: if V � �J AJ then =� below squeeze, immediate acceptance �=11: X  H�1J (V=�J).12: return X .13: else14: X  H�1J ((A� V )=(1� �J)).15: Generate U � U(0; 1).16: if U h(X) � f(X) then =� evaluate density �=17: return X .4 Correlation inductionCommon random numbers and antithetic variates are two of the best knownvariance reduction methods for simulation experiments (see e.g. Bratley, Fox,and Schrage (1983)). Using the inversion method it is no problem to inducethe strongest possible positive or negative correlation when generating tworandom variate streams (even with di�erent distributions). For positive corre-lation (common random numbers) we simply use the same uniform numbersfor both streams, for negative correlation (antithetic variates) we take Ui forthe generation of the �rst stream and 1�Ui for the second stream. This is oneof the main reasons that Bratley, Fox, and Schrage (1983) call inversion themethod of choice for generating random variates. On the other hand inversionoften is not possible algebraically and numerical inversion is extremely slow,for example about hundred times slower than a good rejection algorithm forthe Beta distributions.Therefore Schmeiser and Kachitvichyanukul (1990) have suggested rulesto realize correlation induction for rejection algorithms. The results of thatpaper and of H�ormann and Deringer (1994) show that this idea only workswell if the rejection constant is close to one. Using TDR we have no problemsto get such rejection algorithms. Thus algorithms based on TDR should bewell suited for correlation induction.Formulating the rules of Schmeiser and Kachitvichyanukul (1990) for oursituation we get:(1) Conceptually, two independent uniform random number streams are used.If not needed the second stream is ignored.(2) For each random variate generated, the same number n1 of random num-bers from the �rst stream are used.(3) The �rst of these random numbers is used to sample from the hat distri-bution by inversion.(4) The second stream is used if all of the random numbers from the �rststream are exhausted by rejection. Thus the number of random numbersfrom the second stream is random, the expected number should be small.



8 Josef Leydold, Erich Janka, and Wolfgang H�ormannRule (2) is necessary to guarantee that the streams of uniform randomnumbers for both random variables always run synchronously, whereas rule(3) tries to induce correlation between corresponding random variables, whenthe �rst number is accepted for both generators. (This only works well ifinversion is used to sample from the hat-function in the rejection algorithms.)The pair of generated random variates is uncorrelated only when rejectionoccurs for at least one of the two variate generators. However this is extremelyrare and its frequency is less than 2(%� 1).The choice of n1 (the �xed number of uniforms from the �rst stream usedfor generating one variate) depends mainly on the rejection algorithms used.Using n1 = 4 (as suggested by Schmeiser and Kachitvichyanukul (1990)) is awaste of uniform random numbers for % close to one. We mainly experimentedwith n1 such that n1 is the number of uniform random numbers required forone acceptance/rejection loop in the corresponding algorithm, i.e., we setn1 = 2 for tdrps and n1 = 1 for tdria.5 Computational experienceWe expected from the simulation results reported by Schmeiser and Ka-chitvichyanukul (1990) and H�ormann and Deringer (1994) that TDR workswell for correlation induction. So we hoped before starting this work that theresults of our experiments will underline this nice property and will also helpto solve the question whether variant PS or IA works better for correlationinduction. Notice that due to immediate acceptance there is a conceptualdi�erence between PS (TDR with proportional squeeze) which is a pure re-jection algorithm and IA (TDR with immediate acceptance) an algorithmcombining decomposition and rejection. Therefore using PS, points are gen-erated by inversion from an approximate distribution (hat) and few points arecanceled out (by rejection) to correct the distribution. For IA (small) holesare cut out of the interval (0; 1) to get a smaller interval which is used togenerate from an approximate distribution (squeeze). In the case that imme-diate acceptance is not possible, few additional points are added to obtain thecorrect distribution. Numerical inversion (NI) is the method that is knownto perform optimal for correlation induction but it is very slow.Table 1 contains the distributions we used for our experiments and givesthe marginal execution times when the transformation T (x) = �1=px isused. For T (x) = log(x) the marginal generation times are about two timesslower for PS and IA, and about three times slower for GW. It clearly showsthat numerical inversion is so slow that it should not be used for large simula-tions. The results GW (original version by Gilks and Wild (1992) as describedin algorithm tdrgw) are included to demonstrate that the two new variantsare clearly faster. Compare with 0.38�s for exponential distribution by in-version and 0.46�s for the Box-Muller method for normal distribution to seethe very good speed of TDR. Note that the speed is almost the same for all



Variants of Transformed Density Rejection and Correlation Induction 9Distribution (N) GW PS IA NIN . . . standard normal (29) 0:52 0:38 0:36 4:2E . . . exponential (14) 0:53 0:38 0:35 4:2� . . . gamma with s.p. � = 2 (26) 0:53 0:39 0:37 12:5B1 . . . beta with s.p. 1 and 2 (12) 0:54 0:40 0:38 11:0B2 . . . beta with s.p. 10 and 20 (29) 0:54 0:41 0:38 60:9Table 1. Timings (in �s). Sample size = 105.GW, PS, IA: necessary number N of construction points to reach % = 1:01 withc = � 12 . Same (optimal) construction points are used for all three methods.NI: auxilliary table of size 100, accuracy � = 10�8.For comparison: 0.46�s for Box-Muller method, 0.38 �s for exponential distributionvia logarithm.tested distributions; but GW is more than 30% slower than PS or IA. The speeddi�erence between PS and IA comes mainly from the lower number of uniformdeviates required by IA (and is greater on other computers). Decreasing % tovalues smaller than 1:01 by increasing the number N of construction pointshas practically no inuence on the speed for the given distribution. Noticethat the table compares black box algorithms. It is obvious that special rou-tines for computing the inverse of the c.d.f. of some of these distributionsexist that are much faster. On the other hand we have used tables for numer-ical inversion that speed up the generation at the expense of a setup that ismuch slower than that for the TDR variants.Tables 2 and 3 give the results of our correlation induction experiments.Again we have used the transformation T (x) = �1=px for the TDR algo-rithms (PS with n1 = 2 and IA with n1 = 1) and compared the resultswith the correlation obtained by numerical inversion (NI). The constructionpoints for the hat functions are computed by the algorithm by Deringer,H�ormann, and Tirler (2001). (Thus the real value of % di�ers a little bit from1:11 and 1:01 respectively.) Results for T (x) = log(x) are slightly better,since the tails of the hat distributions are not so heavy then. Moreover lessconstruction points are required for the same %. We have used the MersenneTwister by Matsumoto and Nishimura (1998) with the same seed as sourceof the �rst stream of uniform random numbers and tt800 by Matsumotoand Kurita (1994) for the second auxilliary stream (both are implementedin the PRNG library by Lendl (2001)). We have generated 105 pairs withstrong positive correlation (common random numbers) and strong negativecorrelation (antithetic variates). We always used the same generation methodfor both streams.Notice that the second auxilliary stream of uniform random numbers isnot synchronized. Thus the correlation between streams of random variatesof the same distribution is not 1. It would not be a problem to syncronizethe second stream, too. However the chosen setting of our experiments shows



10 Josef Leydold, Erich Janka, and Wolfgang H�ormannCorrelation: +, � = 1:01 Correlation: +, � = 1:11N E � B1 B2 UPS 0.99N IA 0.99NI 1PS 0.89 0.99E IA 0.89 0.98NI 0.90 1PS 0.94 0.98 0.99� IA 0.93 0.97 0.98NI 0.94 0.99 1PS 0.96 0.93 0.96 0.99B1 IA 0.96 0.92 0.96 0.99NI 0.97 0.94 0.97 1PS 0.99 0.91 0.95 0.97 0.99B2 IA 0.98 0.91 0.95 0.97 0.99NI 0.99 0.92 0.96 0.98 1PS 0.97 0.85 0.91 0.97 0.97 1U IA 0.97 0.86 0.91 0.97 0.97 1NI 0.97 0.86 0.91 0.97 0.97 1

N E � B1 B2 UPS 0.96N IA 0.91NI 1PS 0.80 0.95E IA 0.77 0.85NI 0.90 1PS 0.88 0.84 0.96� IA 0.84 0.83 0.89NI 0.94 0.99 1PS 0.90 0.87 0.90 0.97B1 IA 0.87 0.84 0.87 0.94NI 0.97 0.94 0.97 1PS 0.94 0.82 0.89 0.91 0.96B2 IA 0.89 0.80 0.86 0.89 0.91NI 0.99 0.92 0.96 0.98 1PS 0.92 0.82 0.86 0.94 0.92 1U IA 0.91 0.80 0.87 0.93 0.92 1NI 0.97 0.86 0.91 0.97 0.97 1Table 2. Observed induced correlation for common random numbers(see Tab. 1, U denotes uniform distribution).Correlation: �, � = 1:01 Correlation: �, � = 1:11N E � B1 B2 UPS -0.98N IA -0.98NI -1PS -0.88 -0.63E IA -0.89 -0.63NI -0.90 -0.64PS -0.93 -0.71 -0.78� IA -0.93 -0.71 -0.78NI -0.94 -0.72 -0.79PS -0.96 -0.78 -0.85 -0.92B1 IA -0.96 -0.78 -0.85 -0.92NI -0.97 -0.79 -0.86 -0.93PS -0.98 -0.86 -0.91 -0.95 -0.98B2 IA -0.98 -0.86 -0.91 -0.95 -0.98NI -0.99 -0.87 -0.92 -0.96 -0.99PS -0.97 -0.86 -0.91 -0.97 -0.97 -1U IA -0.97 -0.86 -0.91 -0.97 -0.97 -1NI -0.97 -0.86 -0.91 -0.97 -0.97 -1

N E � B1 B2 UPS -0.87N IA -0.88NI -1PS -0.77 -0.60E IA -0.76 -0.55NI -0.90 -0.64PS -0.82 -0.65 -0.70� IA -0.82 -0.63 -0.70NI -0.94 -0.72 -0.79PS -0.88 -0.73 -0.79 -0.88B1 IA -0.86 -0.71 -0.77 -0.86NI -0.97 -0.79 -0.86 -0.93PS -0.87 -0.76 -0.80 -0.87 -0.87B2 IA -0.88 -0.73 -0.81 -0.86 -0.88NI -0.99 -0.87 -0.92 -0.96 -0.99PS -0.91 -0.81 -0.86 -0.95 -0.92 -1U IA -0.91 -0.80 -0.86 -0.94 -0.92 -1NI -0.97 -0.86 -0.91 -0.97 -0.97 -1Table 3. Observed induced correlation for antithetic random variates



Variants of Transformed Density Rejection and Correlation Induction 11the (small) deviation from the optimal correlation caused by the rejectionalgorithm.The results in Tables 2 and 3 show that for % = 1:01 the induced corre-lation is practically the same for all three methods as the di�erence is neverlarger than 0:02.The case % = 1:11 was included to see if there are the di�erences betweenPS and IA. For positive correlation PS is slightly better than IA, for negativecorrelation there is hardly a di�erence. This shows that the choice of thevariant of TDR has practically no inuence on correlation induction. Thereis one di�erence between % = 1:01 and % = 1:11. For the �rst about 15{30construction points are necessary (as we used optimal construction points)and the marginal generation times is almost independent from the distribu-tion (see Tab. 1). When % = 1:11 only 4{8 construction points are requiredbut the marginal generation times are slower and depend on the distribution.6 ConclusionWe have demonstrated in this paper that the two new variants of transformeddensity rejection are well suited to generate correlated random variates. Formany construction points (% close to 1) TDR produces sequences with prac-tically the same correlation as numerical inversion. If % is not too close to 1then pure rejection induces higher correlation than the composition method.The di�erence in speed between the TDR algorithms and numerical in-version is so large that for some common distributions the total time of asimulation can be more than doubled even if the random variate generation(with rejection algorithms) takes only one percent of the total execution time.We have coded these (and many other) algorithms and compiled in alibrary called Universal NonUniform RANdom variate generators (UN-URAN) (Leydold and H�ormann 2001b). It is entirely written in ANSI Cusing an object oriented programming interface. Also correlation inductioncan easily be handled using this interface.ReferencesAhrens, J. H. (1993). Sampling from general distributions by suboptimaldivision of domains. Grazer Math. Berichte 319, 20 pp.Ahrens, J. H. (1995). A one-table method for sampling from continuousand discrete distributions. Computing 54 (2), 127{146.Bratley, P., B. L. Fox, and E. L. Schrage (1983). A Guide to Simulation.New York: Springer-Verlag.Chen, H. C. and Y. Asau (1974). On generating random variates from anempirical distribution. AIIE Trans. 6, 163{166.



12 Josef Leydold, Erich Janka, and Wolfgang H�ormannDeringer, G., W. H�ormann, and G. Tirler (2001). The optimal selectionof hat functions for rejection algorithms. in preparation, private com-munication.Devroye, L. (1986). Non-Uniform Random Variate Generation. New-York:Springer-Verlag.Evans, M. and T. Swartz (1998). Random variable generation using con-cavity properties of transformed densities. Journal of Computationaland Graphical Statistics 7 (4), 514{528.Gilks, W. R. and P. Wild (1992). Adaptive rejection sampling for Gibbssampling. Applied Statistics 41 (2), 337{348.H�ormann, W. (1995). A rejection technique for sampling from T-concavedistributions. ACM Trans. Math. Software 21 (2), 182{193.H�ormann, W. and G. Deringer (1994). Universal generators for correla-tion induction. In R. Dutter and W. Grossmann (Eds.), Compstat, Pro-ceedings in Computational Statistics, Heidelberg, pp. 52{57. Physica-Verlag.Lendl, O. (2001). prng 3.0 { A library for the generation of pseudo-random numbers. Hellbrunnerstr. 34, A-5020 Salzburg, Austria: Insti-tute of Mathematics, Paris-Lodron University Salzburg. available athttp://random.mat.sbg.ac.at/ftp/pub/software/gen/.Leydold, J. (2000a). Automatic sampling with the ratio-of-uniformsmethod. ACM Trans. Math. Software 26 (1), 78{98.Leydold, J. (2000b). A note on transformed density rejection. Comput-ing 65 (2), 187{192.Leydold, J. and W. H�ormann (2001a). Universal algorithms as an alterna-tive for generating non-uniform continuous random variates. In G. I.Schu�eller and P. D. Spanos (Eds.), Monte Carlo Simulation, pp. 177{183. A. A. Balkema. Proceedings of the International Conference onMonte Carlo Simulation 2000.Leydold, J. and W. H�ormann (2001b). UNURAN { A library for UniversalNon-Uniform Random number generators. A-1090Wien, Austria: Insti-tut f�ur Statistik, WU Wien. available at http://statistik.wu-wien.ac.at/unuran/.Matsumoto, M. and Y. Kurita (1994). Twisted GFSR generators II. ACMTOMACS 4 (3), 254{266.Matsumoto, M. and T. Nishimura (1998). Mersenne twister: a 623-dimensionally equidistributed uniform pseudo-random number gener-ator. ACM TOMACS 8 (1), 3{30.Schmeiser, B. W. and V. Kachitvichyanukul (1990). Non-inverse correla-tion induction: guidelines for algorithm development. J. Comput. Appl.Math. 31, 173{180.Walker, A. J. (1974). New fast method for generating discrete randomnumbers with arbitrary frequency distributions. Electron. Lett. 10, 127{128.


